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Last week we told you about WolfBane1 
Alpha being attacked by an unknown 
force. New this week a few more details 
about those attacks. 
   
Brought to you via CommLinks from 
Dixon's Star, we bring you the only 
images allowed out of the Wolfbane1 
Alpha sector.  

We had found out that the PGC were 
"NOT" the attackers of the WDC. In fact, 
they have sent reinforcements to the 
WolfBane1 Alpha system as a "show of 
good measure". PGC commented that 
they are trying to right the wrong between 
them and the WDC over the years, and 
want to help the WDC rid the area of this 
new potential threat to our system.  

We have now information about whom or 
what it is that has attacked WolfBane1 
Alpha 2 weeks ago. A new race has 
entered the system and attacked WolfBane1 Alpha for its resources both on the planet 
and within the WDC. "The WDC has been developing various new weapons systems 
over the past decade and has kept them secret from the Frontier" - Brim Darkstar stated 
in a recent press conference. 

This strange new race has been described as a Lion-Tiger mix and has been described 
as very ferocious in nature. "This new race can prove to be a menace to the entire 
Frontier," stated Mr. Darkstar.  
These images are the only ones we have been sent that shows the new race. Mr. 
Darkstar told this reporter that he hopes that everyone throughout the Frontier takes this 
new race very seriously and hopes that the Rangers keep control of the situation and 
pushes the Kzin back to their homeland.  

"Kzin" .. so that is the name of the new race. No other info has been provided yet to us 
from the WDC or the Rangers, other than how wicked in nature they seem to be 
towards the WDC for its new weapons and planet resources. We hope to have more 
information in the upcoming weeks and hope that everyone takes this new threat very 
seriously as Mr. Darkstar had stated! 



We also hope to provide 
more information about their 
homeland and where it is 
located. We hope that the 
Frontier Worlds will also help 
provide the WDC with 
anything they need to detain 
the Kzin.  

Stay Tuned for more as this 
now-becoming-hostile event 
takes its place in our current 
peaceful timeline. 
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1: The Original star system WolfBane (some places also seen as Wolfbane) was renamed to WolfeBane 
recently. There still may be more sources out there listing the old name. If my name is attached to it, it is 
this star system and should be referenced accordingly. (Timothy Norris 2014) 
 

http://www.starfrontiers.com/Attack4.pdf

